We study the convergence of rational interpolants with prescribed poles on the unit circle to the Herglotz-Riesz transform of a complex measure supported on [-Tr, Tr]. As a consequence, quadrature formulas arise which integrate exactly certain rational functions. Estimates of the rate of convergence of these quadrature formulas are also included.
Introduction
Let # be a finite complex Borel measure supported on [-Tr, Tr], thus with Su = supp (/z) C [-Tr,?r] and f_~ dl l = tr < ~, where is the total variation measure. The Herglotz-Riesz transform of # is f~_ e iO + z d#(O).
(1.1) F~ (z) = ei0----~_ z 7r We shall approximate (1.1) by rational functions with prescribed poles (multipoint Padfi-type approximants = MPTA). This gives rise to quadrature formulas of the form (2.1) below to estimate integrals on the unit circle of the form f
Iu(f) = f (eiO) dlz(O ).
7r (1.2) For these formulas, it will be shown that they are exact for certain rational functions with given poles. Motivated by a paper of Nuttal and Wherry [17] (see also [12] ), we treated a similar problem in [4] where the quadrature formulas integrated exactly Laurent polynomials and the approximants were restricted to two-point Pad6 approximants for (1.1). In section 2, we give the connection between quadrature formulas and MPTAs to (1.1). Estimations of the rate of convergence of MPTAs to Fu(z) are provided in section 3. This will also result in an estimate of the rate of convergence of the quadrature formulas when the integrand f is a holomorphic function in a neighborhood of Su. In section 4, we study the case when f is only continuous with a modulus of continuity that satisfies certain conditions.
Preliminary results
We use the following notation for the unit circle, its inside and its outside: "IF = {z C C: Iz[ = 1},D-= {z C C: Iz] < 1} andE= {z E C: Izl > 1}. C is the set of complex numbers and C = C U {oo)-. The space of polynomials of degree at most n is denoted as l-In and H is the space of all polynomials. For every pair of integers (p, q), p ~< q, we denote by Ap,q the linear space of all Laurent polynomials (L-polynomials) of the form L(z) = y~q cjzJ, cj E C. A is the space of all L-polynomials. Our 3=p quadrature formulas, approximating (1.2) will be of the form n
In(f) : ~ A3,nf(xj,~),
j=l Xj,n C 'Ii', Xi,n r zj,n for i r j.
(2.1)
For its construction we shall not use the L-polynomials as in [4] but we shall use rational functions with poles not on "11". For quadrature formulas based on rational functions with prescribed poles outside a finite interval of the real line, see, e.g., [8, 14, 22] . Let a = {an: n = 1,2,... } be an arbitrary sequence in D. We introduce the Blaschke factors ffk(z) as Let X = {xj,n: j = 1,... ,n; n 6 N} be a triangular array of points contained in "Ii" with xj,n :/: xk,n for j :/= k and let Fn be a rational function of type (n, n) with poles at {xj,n}j~=l interpolating F~,(z) at O, al,..., ap and at cx~, I/~l,..., I/-~q such that p + q = n -1, with p and q nonnegative integers. Setting Fn = Qn/Pn with pn( ) = l-l(z- is analytic in C -T (to see this, just count the number of interpolation conditions). If g = q -deg(Trq) > 0, then one needs g extra interpolation conditions at ec given by F~,(z) -Fn(z) = O(z-e-l), z --+ ec. This F, is called all (n,n) MPTA to Ft, relative to the pair (c~, X); we shall denote it by (n/n)u(z). Let
Then from Fn(O) = P0, where #0 = FI~(0) = fZ~d#(0) and Fn(oO) = Fu(cx~) = -Po, it follows that An = 0. It is also easily checked that
Note that this equality holds for any partial fraction expansion of a rational function of the form (2.4) with An = 0. In this section it will be shown that such an MPTA to F u leads to a quadrature formula which is exact in 7~p,q and conversely that any quadrature formula exact in 7"~,q can be obtained in this way. Let the points of the sequence c~ be contained in a compact subset of 113 (in what follows, we paraphrase this by saying that c~ is compactly included in ID) and let G be a region (open and connected) in C such that T C G, 0 E G, and G N (c~ U ~) = ~, where 8 = {1/~k}~. Suppose that F, the boundary of G, is a finite union of Jordan curves, and suppose f is a function analytic in G. From Cauchy's theorem, it then follows that
whenever z0 is in G. From (2.6) and Fubini's theorem it follows that
. \
Now consider an arbitrary function R C J~.p,q with p + q = n -1, then by taking into account that Fu -(n/n)u is analytic in C -T, it follows from Cauchy's theorem that
Thus, by (2.5)-(2.8)
( )
Thus we obtained a quadrature formula (2.1) valid in J~,p,q, p+q = n-1. Furthermore, Remark 2. When all the ak = O, then Tgp,q = A_p,q and formula (2.9) coincides with those studied in [4, 13] .
For the error of (2.9), we immediately obtain Lemma 2.2. Let f be analytic in G, a neighborhood of qi" such that G f-'l (a m G) = 0 and 0 ~ G. Then, for each n and any triangular table X C T such that Xj,n 7 ~ Xk,n for j r k, we have
where F is the boundary of G.
It trivially follows from (2.11) that 
Clearly, this function belongs to 7~p,q. Since the quadrature formula is assumed to be exact in Ta,.p,q we obtain that It~(Rn ) = In(Rn). Since P(xj,n) = 0, it follows that 
Now a converse to (2.9) can be given. Indeed, let the quadrature (2.1) be exact in ~p,q, p + q = n-1, and let Fn = Qn/Pn the rational function as defined in theorem 2.3. Assume that n > 1 (the case n = 1 is trivial) and take p > 0. Then, making use of (2.17) one can write Remark 4. Let Rp,q E ~p,q, p + q = n-l, be an interpolant for some function f defined on qr with interpolation points {xj,n} with xj,n 7 ~ xk,n for j r k and
with respect to d#(0) produces a quadrature formula In(f) exact in "R.p,q. This fact enables us to obtain (2.13) in a different way. We have indeed (for further details, see
where
and rrq+l (z) = 7rq(Z)(1 -~q+lZ), formula (2.13) easily follows.
To conclude this section, we give an integral representation for the error of the MPTA.
Lemma 2.4. Let a and X be as above. Then, setting x = e i0, we have Q~(~)
Proof. This follows from (1.1), remark 3 and (2.16).
[]
Convergence for analytic functions
In this section we shall give results about the rate of convergence for the MPTAs (n/n)t, to Fu. These will immediately imply an estimate for the rate of convergence of the quadrature formula I,,.(f) to the integral Iu(f) when f is a function analytic in a neighborhood of T. As before, ct will denote a sequence of points compactly included in D and X a triangular array of points on 'II". We want to make appropriate selections of o~ and X to obtain good estimates of the MPTA (n/n)l , and deduce bounds for the rate of convergence of the corresponding quadrature formulas for some function f holomorphic in a neighborhood of T.
With a polynomial Q E 1-In, we associate the normalized counting measure
where a{ is the Dirac measure supported at {. It assigns a point mass at the zeros of the polynomial Q, counting multiplicity. For Q = Wn, we denote this measure as u~. The logarithmic potential of a measure u is given by
Assume that there exists a measure u c~ such that u,~ converges to u c~ in the weak star topology of the space of measures. We shall denote this as 
Furthermore, limn~ I n(0)l = 1 and
As before, p and q are nonnegative integers such that p+q = n-1 ~> 0. Since we shall now let n --+ oo, these p and q, which are functions of n, will be written explicitly as
p(n) and q(n). Now suppose that limn+~(p(n)/n) = r and limn_~(q(n)/n) = s.
Since p(n) + q(n) = n -1, we should have r + s = 1. Then, it follows from the above results that we have for z E (C -{0}) -supp (u ~) and 1/z ~ supp (u ~) n,---+ oo (3.5)
We shall now concentrate on the case limr~--+~ C~n = a. Without loss of generality, we may assume a = 0. Hence u c~ ----~o = u ~ and supp (u a) = {0}. Since V6o(z ) = -log Izl, we have by (3.4) ~im I~p(Z)~q(Z)l t/r~ = Izl ~, z ~ c -{0}, ( 
3.6)
where convergence is uniform on compact subsets of C-(0}. From (2.24) we deduce
and, consequently, taking limits for n -+ cx~, we have
by (3.6) . This shows that we have to investigate the nth root asymptotic behavior of the polynomial P~(z), so that this upper bound is less than 1 on any compact subset of C -qF, and thus that geometric convergence results. An appropriate selection for the nodes X will correspond to the zeros of the para-orthogonal polynomials. We introduce these first. Let r be a finite positive Borel measure on ql" and let {p~} be the corresponding sequence of monic Szeg6 polynomials. The normalized polynomials are r ---~npn(z), nn > 0. Thus (r Ct)~ = ~k,z, where
We introduce the notation r = znCn,(z). If r E 'r, then Xn(z,r) = Cn(z) + rr is called the nth para-orthogonal polynomial [15, section 6] . It is orthogonal to span{z,..., z '~-I }. For the convergence result to be given in theorem 3.4, we need the nth root asymptotics for the para-orthogonal polynomials Xn. Such asymptotics can be obtained under rather weak conditions for the measure ~, (see [20, chapter 3] ). However, since the measure ~b only plays an auxiliary role in the present paper (see theorem 3.4), it is not essential that we have the weakest possible condition on the measure ~b. It is sufficient to know that such a measure exists. So, we shall follow a paved road and assume that ~b t > 0 a.e., which is a sufficient condition to prove the ratio asymptotics for the Xn, which of course implies the nth root asymptotics we need. This will be done in theorem 3.3. For its proof we need the following lemmas: Proof Make use of (3.7) and theorem 3. []
Convergence for continuous functions
In this section, we shall prove similar convergence results when f is continuous on ~I', but not necessarily analytic. For our purposes, it is convenient to recall a result about rational Szeg6 formulas.
These are quadrature formulas approximating integrals of the form f~_,, f(ei~ dO. given by (4.5), we can prove The study of rational modifications of a measure has been introduced by Szeg6 in the case of the unit circle [21, section 11.2]. For further details, see [13, section 4] for the case of the Lebesgue measure on ~I" and also [9] where formulas are given for the sequence of monic orthogonal polynomials associated with a rational modification of a finite positive measure supported on Jordan curves. Let us now take hI (z) = wp(z) and h2(z) = rrq(Z), p + q = n -1, then from (4. 19) pn(Z) = zcop(Z)Wq(Z). 
IT~_I (xj,n)l 2, we obtain f] R(x)h(O) ~--,_ R(xj,.) iTn_, (x)12 dO = 2_.., "/J,n lT~__i (-~j,n)12
where K is a constant and
Thus, it seems natural to wonder if the same type of estimate for 7n-l (f) holds when f is approximated by functions from 7~-l,n-1 (recall that 7~-l,n-1 depends on the sequence c~ = {c~k} c I13). In this respect, a Jackson-type theorem was proved in We have
P2n(e iO)
P2n(e iO) Pun(0) =/3,.n(ei0) = einOIwn(eiO)12 = wn(eiO)rrn(eiO ) E "R.n,n.
Setting xj = e i~ j = 1,2,..., 2n+ 1, we have .
~(zj) = g(xj), where 9(e i~ = f(O).
Let us assume that 9 is defined on a certain neighborhood G including qi" and let F be the boundary of G. Then, from Hermite's interpolation formula (see Walsh [24, where Xk(Z) = 1-Ij=l( -zj).
Next we need to extend the Bernstein-Walsh formula (see Walsh [24, p. 77] ) to trigonometric polynomials. We recall that, for ordinary polynomials, this formula says that if f is a continuous function on [a, b] and Qm is the best (in uniform norm) polynomial approximation of degree m, then for m sufficiently large 
